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The VALUMICS project hosted a final conference event on 21 September 2021 to

present overall key results and open further dialogue on the findings and possible

policy directed implications. Key findings from the VALUMICS project on the

functioning of European food value chains and their impacts on more sustainable,

resilient, fairer, and transparent food system were presented at the final conference.

The functioning of food value chains entails a complex organisation from farm to fork

which is characterised by various governance forms and externalities which have

shaped the overall food system. VALUMICS explored the interconnections of the case

studies selected (wheat, dairy, beef, salmon and tomato) and results demonstrated

the need to view the food system as a whole. 

The VALUMICS results obtained through application of a suite of tools highlighted the

various impacts and explored how foresight scenarios and transition pathways may

influence fairness, integrity, sustainability, and resilience of food value chains. Policy

and governance analysis, mapping of material and information flows, life cycle

assessments, economic analysis and modelling approaches have been developed.

This includes optimised logistics, and simulation of risk & resilience and fairness in

terms of fair value distribution in the chain. Finally, consumer behaviour studies

provided further insights. Co-creation methodology has enabled active participation

of food value chain actors in the project work, and this has added value to the

findings. VALUMICS engaged the audience participating in the Final Conference

event and adviced all interested in the understanding of food value chain dynamics to

save the date and register for the event.

Key results were presented by project partners 

Guest speakers Natalia Brzezina and Fabrice DeClerck enriched the dialogue 

Open dialogue with the conference attendees was ensured with the open Q&A  

Polls were created for interaction with attendees

Final dissemination of the VALUMICS results and legacy was highlighted and

directed to the VALUMICS online platforms
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Executive Summary

Final conference Highlights 



Click picture to
visit website
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Conference Organisation

Many Social Media campaigns
were made to advertise the

final conference event and all
partners contributed in sharing

and promoting the event
through their personal and

institutional portals. 

https://twitter.com/ValumicsH2020
https://www.facebook.com/ValumicsH2020/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/valumics-h2020
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2NItUvAg9GE
https://valumics.eu/
https://valumics.eu/final-event/


Due to the pandemic the FINAL Conference was moved online. The platform

that was chosen to host the event was ZOOM on a webinar mode. 182 registered

to the the conference through the registration platform Corsizio that was

embedded into the VALUMICS website. The page reached over 700 page views.

The webinar audience market is highly competitive during the pandemic and

limitations have to be accepted due to the fact that a physical event was not

possible. However, at the same time it was great to be able to have a webinar

and reach a wide audience from all over the world. There were people attending

from Europe, United States of America and Asia. Total attendees reached over 80

persons in parts of the event.  Having the webinar recording option on ZOOM

allows for further dissemination and audience outreach.

182
REGISTRATIONS

TO THE EVENT
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Conference Platforms

https://imonit.corsizio.com/c/6112a74533a68a1d095f1be3


The case of dairy and wheat         
 E. Huber, IDDRI
The case of salmon aquaculture    
N.M. Saviolidis, UoI

Food System Transition pathways
and policy

Data needs for research &
transparency lock-ins- PM. Aubert,
IDDRI

Agenda 12:45- 13.40 CET

Welcome and web-tools orientation - H.
Sigurdardottir, MM

VALUMICS Research outcomes - Project Co-ordinator
Sigurdur Bogason, UOI

Food chain organisation economics, price
transmission, market power and persistency -  I.
Duric  & T.J. Jaghdani, , IAMO 

Food industry business profitability -M. Gorton,
UNEW

Food chain impact: Markets matters - N. Holden,
UCD

Agenda 9:00 - 12:20 CET

Agenda 13:40- 14.30 CET

EU policy and R&I perspectives for
sustainable food systems -Natalia
Brzezina, DG AGRI

The EAT-Lancet scenario and the
questions it raises for food system
dynamics - Fabrice Declerck Scientific
Director at the EAT Foundation

FINALFINAL
projectproject
EVENTEVENT   
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THE VALUMICS PROJECT HAS RECEIVED FUNDING FROM THE 

EUROPEAN UNION’S HORIZON 2020 RESEARCH AND INNOVATION PROGRAMME UNDER

GRANT AGREEMENT NO 727243

Modelling work and user dashboard demo - S.
McGarraghy, UCD 

Designing effective solutions for more
sustainable food consumption: what drives
Europeans?  - A. Xhelili, CSCP

Retailers Perspectives, from REWE
International - J. Doerrich, REWE

Tomato value chain governance and
productivity dynamics: the multiactor
perspective-A. Samoggia, UNIBO /L. Cechura, CZU

Policies and governance impacting
upon food value chain dynamics:
some messages for the EU's Farm
to Fork Strategy - David Barling, UH

JOIN SLIDO NOW:
 add questions for the 

interactive Q&A sessions

https://app.sli.do/event/ravp1ih9


WP9 continues to work closely with the management team of WP1 to organise

internal workshops and to maintain an organised internal communication on

event administrative matters. WP9 also supports other WP´s for workshop

organisation. Most recently due to COVID-19, the teams are preparing for

online webinar engagements with stakeholders to meet crucial project goals. 

Webinar Recording 
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https://youtu.be/ud8BAuDCpEQ
https://youtu.be/ud8BAuDCpEQ


All the presentations and recordings have been organised on the website to

enable a good dissemination on each topic covered during the Final

Conference. Each speaker has a video clip presenting their slides and the PDF

of the presentations has also been made available. 

Presentations & Speakers 
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https://valumics.eu/final-event/
https://valumics.eu/final-event/


Conference Q&A 
 

There were two Q&A sessions during the Final Conference. The next pages

have listed the main discussions. If you have any questions to put forward

please do not hesitate to contact the VALUMICS team info@valumics.eu
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Questions and
answers are listed in

the report Annex
 

mailto:info@valumics.eu


Conference Polls
 

ZOOM polls were used to create

interaction with the audience to

have a temperature check with the

opinions of those watching. It is

clear that the VALUMICS core

themes are all believed to be

important to ensure a successful

transition to a more sustainable

food system. The topic on Fairness

specifically on the profit share

distribution in the food value chains

is a topic that is important. The

downstream approach to the

transition was voted most important

driver for change. 
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Conference Follow up

 All registered persons to the VALUMICS Final Event were sent a follow up email

with direct links to the Conference Recording and the proceedings. Social

Media posts were made to advertise the Proceedings to an even larger

audience. All of the materials are easily accessible on the VALUMICS website.
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Conference Annex
Presentations and the Q&A have been compiled here. Click the image below and

you will be directed to the VALUMICS website for all the Conference proceedings. 
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https://valumics.eu/final-event/
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VALUMICS H2020 PROJECT - Understanding food value chain and network dynamics

Sigurdur G. Bogason*  and Gudrun Olafsdottir
University of Iceland, ASCS – Applied Supply Chain Systems Research Group, School of Engineering and Natural 

Sciences, Faculty of Industrial Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Computer Sciences

This project has received funding from the 
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and 
innovation programme under grant agreement 
No 727243

VALUMICS project work and research outcomes

Final Conference Event 21/09/2021

1

Contents

• The VALUMICS Project work
üCase Studies 

• Project Focus: Understanding dynamics of Food Value Chains (FVC) and impacts on 
the sustainability, fairness, integrity and resilience through the analysis of: 
ügovernance, actors’, decision making and behaviours, 
ümaterial flows,  
üenvironmental impacts (LCA)
üconsumer
üeconomic analysis (price transmission, market power, profitability, efficiency)
ümodelling  and risk and resilience
ü future scenarios

2

2
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20 participating organisations

18 partners from 13 European 
countries, 

and 2 Asian partners, 

EU Grant of 6 million EURO

1 June 2017 to 30 September 2021
[52 months] 

3

3

Objectives of the VALUMICS 
project

• To provide tools and approaches to enable 

decision makers in food value chains to evaluate 

the impact of strategic and operational policies

aimed at enhancing fairness, integrity, resilience 

in future scenarios of sustainable food value 

chains

4

4
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VALUMICS project structure and operational phases

Dairy cows to milk

Wheat to bread

Beef to steaks

Salmon to fillets

Raw tomato to processed tomato

Policy
Governance

Key 
indicators 

Environm. 
impact

Economics
Consumer
behaviour

Modelling 
Simulations

Scenarios

System analysis 
fairness 

sustainability 
resilience
integrity

Phase 1
Ground work
Analysis

Phase 2
Case study

Baseline analysis

Phase 3
Modelling
Exploration

Phase 4
Policy

Synthesis
Case studies connect all phases

5

VALUMICS outcomes
Suite of tools and approaches

6

6
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Food system analysis and Policy  Fairness   Sustainability Resilience   Integrity 

Co-creation
-Workshops
- Conceptual model
- Case study 
prioritization
Characterization of EU 
and national policy

Case study analysis  

Information & 
material flow analysis

Life Cycle Analysis 
(LCA)

Governance analysis  
Economic analysis 
- Price transmission
- Market Power
- Persistency of trade
- Technical efficiency
- Profitability

Consumer behaviours

Modelling

Logistics optimization

Modelling agents' 
decisions
- Fairness
- Employment
- Risk & resilience

Foresight scenarios 
Transition pathways

Scenario analysis:  
i) 2030; ii) 2050
Transition pathways
- Lock-ins
Recommendations

Food consumption 
behaviours 
Behavioural insights 
of sustainable food 
consumption

OUTCOMES à Suite of tools and approaches 

8

9

Food system analysis    Policy Fairness       Sustainability Resilience      Integrity 

Work on policy and governance provides bases for evaluating 
issues related: 
• to unfair trading practices e.g.  power imbalances in food 

chains
• stakeholders´ perception on fairness. 
Economic analysis using historical data provides evidence of 
the functioning of the value chains.

Fairness Sustainability

• Stakeholder insights 
• and consumer behaviour studies provide evidence base for

• policy makers and food industry actors 
• recommendations to drive more sustainable food 

production, purchasing and consumption behaviours.

9
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10

Food system analysis    Policy Fairness       Sustainability Resilience      Integrity Resilience Integrity

Labels and authenticity of food is directly linked to transparency of data 
which VALUMICS depends on for empirical analysis. 

• The transparency of market data for FVC in the EU is still not ensured 
for consumers 

• and further work is needed to align different sectors´ data 
management policies, to facilitate research and informed choices of 
safe and sustainable foods.

Framework for risk and resilience in food value chains and applies the 
global salmon value chain as a case study to develop a hybrid 
simulation model

10

The synthesis of results into series of BRIEFS
• The exploitation of results and communication is being facilitated 

through disseminating key results in Briefs,
ü These target stakeholders and actors along the FVC,
ü Policymakers, FVC stakeholders and general public,
ü Briefs and reports promoted with short videos, highlighting key findings,

11

Video examples:

The YouTube Channel for VALUMICS:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=valumics

11

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=valumics
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12

12

Phase 1  Food system analysis, policy and governance

13

Dairy cows to milk

Wheat to bread

Beef to steaks

Salmon to fillets

Raw tomato to processed 
tomato

Food system analysis Policy Fairness   Sustainability Resilience   Integrity Governance

13
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Phase 1 Case study analysis: Material flows and LCA

14

Material flows / Life Cycle Analysis  - Environmental hotpots –Transport – Novel solution 

Dairy cows to milk

Beef to steaks

Salmon to fillets

14

Phase 2 Case study baseline assessments - Economics

15

Case study analysis  Governance & Economic analysis 

Salmon to fillets
Raw tomato to 

processed tomato

Beef to steaks

Dairy cows to milk
Wheat to bread

15
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Phase 2 Consumer behaviour studies 

16

Consumer behavior towards sustainable food consumption

Dairy cows to milk

Wheat to bread

Beef to steaks

Salmon to fillets

Raw tomato to processed tomato

16

Phase 3  Modelling and Scenario Exploration

17

Modelling  - Foresight scenarios Transition pathways

Salmon to fillets

Dairy cows to milk

Wheat to bread

Protein transition

Dairy cows to milk

Wheat to bread

Salmon to fillets
Raw tomato to processed 
tomato

17
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Phase 4  Policy and Synthesis 
• Compilation of VALUMICS Briefs
• Synthesis of outcomes, policy implications
• Policy recommendations

• Final VALUMICS Deliverable

18

Synthesis of outcomes and policy recommendations

18

Scientific publications
• Published in peer reviewed journals and conference proceedings, > 20 papers

ü A special issue in Agriculture, MDPI Journal in progress
üTrade magazines have also published articles of sector interest

19
Access publications by visiting  www.valumics.eu

19

http://www.valumics.eu/
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Looking Ahead – Post Project Exploitation

• The scientific outcomes are published in open access journals,
• More results in the publication pipeline and will be accessible on 

the project website,

• Policy recommendations, D8.4 public report deliverable,
• The website will be maintained for 3-4 more years post project,

• The datasets and modelling tools are to be further developed 
through graduate student projects, 
o and dashboard access made accessible to interested policymakers,

• Consortium partners are collaborating to develop follow up joint 

projects to continue working together on expanding the 
VALUMICS knowledge base.

20

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

20

Staying in touch…Contact details:
University of Iceland
c/o VALUMICS Coordinator
Sigurdur Bogason, 
Dunhagi 5, 107 Reykjavik, Iceland

Outreach and communications
T. +354 854 4335.     info@valumics.eu

This project has received funding from the 
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and 
innovation programme under grant agreement 
No 727243

www.valumics.eu

http://valumics.eu/sign-up/

sigboga@hi.is @ValumicsH2020
#VALUMICS

THANK YOU

@VALUMICSH2020

valumics-h2020
#valumics

21

21

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_single_market
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
mailto:info@valumics.eu
http://www.valumics.eu/
http://valumics.eu/sign-up/
mailto:sigboga@hi.is
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VALUMICS H2020 PROJECT - Understanding food value chain and network dynamics

Ivan Đurić 1(presenter), Miranda Svanidze1, Tinoush J. Jaghdani1 and Lukáš Čechura 2

1Leibniz Institute of Agricultural Development in Transition Economies (IAMO)
2 Czech University of Life Sciences Prague

This project has received funding from the 
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and 
innovation programme under grant agreement 
No 727243

Food chain organization economics

Final Conference Event 21/09/2021

1

1. Economic analysis background
2. Case study 1: Tomato to processed tomato
3. Case study 2: Salmon to filet
4. Case study 3: Wheat to bread
5. Case study 4: Dairy cow to liquid milk
6. Conclusions

Contents

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 1
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Policy

Governance

Key 
indicators 

Environmen. 
impact

EconomicsConsumer
behaviour

Modelling

Simulations

Scenarios

System analysis 
fairness 

sustainability 
resilience
integrity

Phase 1
Ground work
Analysis

Phase 2
Case study

Baseline analysis

Phase 3
Modelling
Exploration

Phase 4
Policy

Synthesis

Aim:
Provide findings from economic and governance analyses using a suite 
of tools to provide in-depth understanding of the functioning of the 
selected food value chains 

Scope:
Includes farming , primary processing and further processing into 
consumer products and distribution 

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

VALUMICS project structure

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 2

3

Upstream and downstream and across food value chain analysis

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 3

4
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PRODUCERS

PROCESSORS

WHOLESALERS

RETAILERS

INPUT 
SUPPLIERS

TRADERS

CONSUMERS

Governance of food chains

Upstream and downstream and across food value chain analysis

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 3

5

PRODUCERS

PROCESSORS

WHOLESALERS

RETAILERS

INPUT 
SUPPLIERS

TRADERS

CONSUMERS Governance 
of food chains Price formation & market power

Persistence of supply chains

Economies of scale & technical change

Agribusiness profitability

Upstream and downstream and across food value chain analysis

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 3
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PRODUCERS

PROCESSORS

WHOLESALERS

RETAILERS

INPUT 
SUPPLIERS

TRADERS

CONSUMERS Governance 
of food chains

Price formation & market power

Persistence of supply chains

Economies of scale & technical change

Agribusiness profitability

Integrated model structure

Workshops

Upstream and downstream and across food value chain analysis

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 3

7

PRODUCERS

PROCESSORS

WHOLESALERS

RETAILERS

INPUT 
SUPPLIERS

TRADERS

CONSUMERS Governance 
of food chains

Price formation & market power

Persistence of supply chains

Economies of scale & technical change

Agribusiness profitability

Integrated model structure

Workshops

Modelling
Scenarios

Technical specification

Upstream and downstream and across food value chain analysis

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 3
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PRODUCERS

PROCESSORS

WHOLESALERS

RETAILERS

INPUT 
SUPPLIERS

TRADERS

CONSUMERS Governance 
of food chains

Price formation & market power

Persistence of supply chains

Economies of scale & technical change

Agribusiness profitability

Integrated model structure

Workshops

Modelling
Scenarios

Technical specification

Upstream and downstream and across food value chain analysis

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 3

9

Economics

Tomato to Processed tomato
value chain

Salmon to filet 
value chain

Wheat to bread
value chain 

Dairy cow to liquid milk
value chain

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 4

Case studies

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

10
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Tomato to processed tomato value chain

• Emilia Romagna region
• Largest EU producer
• Largest EU exporter

VALUMICSEconomics

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 4

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

Case studies

11

Governance

Inter-Branch Organisations 
Producers and processors aim at strengthening market 
concentration and social collaboration through IBOs, ensuring 
higher competitiveness and sustainability through a mutual 
agreement that is beneficial for all.

Dual-level governance 
Strong connection of producers and processors through IBOs. Retailers are 
becoming lead firms in relations to processors. 

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 5

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

12
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Price formation

Reference price formation 
Regional IBOs provide an EU-unique framework of negotiating the annual 
reference price for processed tomatoes, resulting in fairer distribution of 
value between producers and processors. 

Unfair trading practices 
Reverse auctions of selling processed tomato products to retailers have 
become an unfair trading practice within the industry as retailers push for 
the lowest price, thus indirectly affecting the price setup of non-auctioned 
tomato products. 

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 6

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

13

Market power

.15
.2

.25
.3

2005 2010 2015 2020
YEAR

mdown lerner

The market power imbalances have considerably changed in 
favour of farmers since 2010, especially after creation of the 
regional IBO.

Mark down and 
Lerner index estimation 

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 7

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

14
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Productivity

Productivity growth 
Small tomato producers have taken the advantage to improve 
scale efficiency by increasing the scale of operations, resulting 
in growth of total factor productivity at the producer level. 

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 8

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

15

Main messages

• Dual-level governance

• IBOs play a crucial role in price setup and balancing of 
power between producers and processors

• Market power switched towards producers

• Efficiency of small producers comes from the increasing 
scale of operations

• Unfair trading practices remain downstream of the value chain
More info:
https://bit.ly/3DS8r8F

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 9

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

16
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Tomato to processed tomato value chain

• Emilia Romagna region
• Largest EU producer
• Largest EU exporter

VALUMICS

Salmon to filet value chain

• Norway (largest producer)
• France (largest EU importer)
• Poland (largest EU processor)

Economics

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 10

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

Case studies

17

Governance

Hybrid governance
Third-party assessment and certification schemes enable new 
governance forms on top of the traditional model based on state-only 
regulations

Seller-driven chain
The value chain is driven by salmon producers who are in a favourable position 
while demand exceeds supply. Secondary producers and traders may suffer 
when spot price is high

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 11

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

18
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Price formation

Price formation
The value chain governance structure defines which actor 
dominates price formation (e.g., retailers in France and 
processors in Poland)

France - Norway Poland - Norway
Export price
Salmon export price in Norway directly influences prices along 
the EU salmon value chain

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 12

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

19

Market power

Reduction in price markup is assigned to the increased cost of 
salmon production rather than to the decrease in price of 
salmon

Certain degree of price markup over marginal costs is expected 
for the Norwegian salmon market due to the market and firm 
structure

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 13

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

20
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Productivity

Productivity might be increased by improvements in the 
efficiency of input use and technological progress. This 
especially holds for small and medium-sized producers

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 14

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

21

Trade duration

The salmon supply chain does not depend on stable trading 
partners, but rather limited production and
large demand are pushing 
Norwegian salmon export 
forward

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 15

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

22
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Main messages

• Producer driven global value chain

• Hybrid governance

• Trading partners easily switched

• Efficiency comes from scale

• Productivity driven by technical efficiency

• Export price in Norway influences price along the value chain
More info:
https://bit.ly/3zSKegf

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 16

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

23

Tomato to processed tomato value chain

• Emilia Romagna region
• Largest EU producer
• Largest EU exporter

VALUMICS

Salmon to filet value chain

• Norway (largest producer)
• France (largest EU importer)
• Poland (largest EU processor)

Wheat to bread value chain 

• France (global price formation)
• France (traditional value chain)
• UK (highly concentrated value 

chain)

Economics

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 17

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

Case studies

24
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Global perspective

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 18

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

French market (i.e. Euronext commodity exchange) is the 
leading wheat market transmitting price signals to other 
exporting markets in Russia, Ukraine, Canada, the USA and 
Argentina 

25

governance

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 19

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

29.5 MT (wheat production)
348 (mills)
56% (traditional bakeries)

13.5 MT (wheat production)
51 (mills)
80% (industrial bakeries)

26
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Small millers and bakers operate in niche markets to get higher 
mark up/down. 

Market imperfections are more pronounced on input market in 
milling industry. 

Market power

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 20

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

27

Milling and bakery industry indicate optimal size of operations 

Considerable space for productivity improvements in cereal production 

High overall technical efficiency in agriculture as well as milling 
and bakery industries 

Productivity

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 21

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

28
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France has a long-term wheat trade relationship only with the 
EU partners as there are no intra-EU trade barriers compared 
to non-EU trade. 

Trade duration

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 22

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

29

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 23

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

Main messages

• France - important role in setting the global wheat reference price 

• UK has higher concentration of actors along the value chain

• Market imperfections are mainly present in milling industries 

• Small millers and bakers operate in niche markets (higher markup) 

• Milling and baking ind.: optimal size of operations/high technical eff.

• France has persistent trade relations with EU partners

30
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Salmon to filet value chain

• Norway (largest producer)
• France (largest EU importer)
• Poland (largest EU processor)

Tomato to processed tomato value chain

• Emilia Romagna region
• Largest EU producer
• Largest EU exporter

VALUMICS

Wheat to bread value chain 

• France (global price formation)
• France (traditional value chain)
• UK (highly concentrated value 

chain)

Dairy cow to liquid milk value chain

• Germany
• France
• UK

largest EU 
producers

Economics

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 24

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

Case studies

31

Dual governance model : Captive model dominates on the upstream 
level and modular downstream 

About 65% of the produced milk is delivered directly to private 
dairies and 35% to cooperatives 

Number of milk producers are decreasing while number of 
dairy cows per farm is increasing both in UK and Germany 

Governance

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 25

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

32
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More than 80% of dairy products are sold through retailers 

Raw milk price changes are completely transmitted to 
consumer-ready dairy products in the long run 

Price formation

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 26

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

33

Market power

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 27

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

Considerable high mark downs are observed in German and 
French milk processing as compared to the UK 

34
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Milk producers and processors operates near to the production frontier 

High overall technical efficiency (milk production and processing) 

Milk processing indicates optimal size of operations 

Productivity

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 28

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

35

Trade duration

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 29

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

Stable and long-term raw milk and cheese trade with EU 
partners compared to non-EU

36
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Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021 30

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions

Main messages

• Milk producers don’t have a strong bargaining power towards processors 

• Dual pricing system between raw milk producers and processors 

• Milk price changes are completely transmitted to consumer-ready products

• Most of milk producers and processors operate near the production frontier 

• Technological change - source of productivity improvements (processing) 

• Stable long-term trade with EU partners compared to non-EU 

37

Food chain organization economics - VALUMICS Final event – September 21, 2021

Producers
tend to have 

better bargaining power 
in the value chains characterised with 
strong cooperation (coordination)

on the 
upstream level

Strong integration 
of the value chains on the 

downstream level, 
inevitably lead towards some sort of 

market imperfections 
that usually result in an 

unfavourable position 
for 

producers

31

Background Tomato Salmon Wheat Dairy Conclusions
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Context
• In contrast to predictions based on classical economic models, 

variations in firm profitability persist within and across industries, 
including the agri-food sector.
• Explaining determinants of variations in profitability across and within 

sectors is an important theoretical, practical and policy issue.
• Two sets of factors which may explain why some firms achieve higher 

profitability than others: “industry effects” and “firm level effects”. 
• Given the size and importance of the food industries in Europe, need 

to consider what accounts for variations in profitability within it. 

3

3

Objectives of the Research

• To understand the profitability of the European food industry in 
aggregate, drawing on data from Eurostat’s Structural Business 
Statistics (SBS) 

• To understand the determinants of firm level profitability in the 
European food industry, using data from Bureau van Dijk’s AMADEUS 
database

4
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Structure and Profitability of the EU Food Industry

5

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Number of 
enterprises 265,382 264,306 268,301 265,853 265,411 259,691 265,094

Turnover 
(million euro) 916,000 939,000 950,000 957,000 960,000 1,030,000 1,026,034

Gross profits 
(million euro) 19,166 20,450 21,697 24,259 24,723 30,245 n/a

Profits as % of 
turnover 2.09 2.18 2.28 2.53 2.58 2.94 n/a

5

Manufacture of food products, beverages, and tobacco (2017)

6
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Total gross margin for the manufacture of food products, 
beverages, and tobacco (2017)

7

7

Firm level analysis - data
• Extracted from the AMADEUS database ts of accounting records 

• In AMADEUS, an industry is captured using NACE codes. We used 3-digit 
NACE codes for the manufacturing of food, specifically: meat, fish, 
vegetable and animal oils and fats, dairy, milling and baking, animal feeds 
and processing and preserving of fruits and vegetables.  

• Data extracted from AMADEUS during 2019 and given the availability of 
data, the analysis focuses on the period 2012 to 2017. After cleaning the 
data for missing entries, the valid sample stood at 8,645 firms.

8
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Firm level analysis - modelling
• The analysis employed Hierarchical Linear Modelling (HLM), which allows data to be 

classified into two or more levels. 

• We developed the structural model at level 1 (firm) and level 2 (branch of food industry). 

• The Level 1 (firm) variables considered included an enterprise’s market share, age, size of 
firm, short term debt risk, and number of employees. 

• For Level 2 (industry) we consider the degree of market concentration (the market share 
of the four largest firms in that branch of the food industry) and industry growth, 
measured in terms of change in sales.

• Models estimated using the software HLM6 (Hierarchical Linear and Nonlinear 
Modelling). 

9

9

HLM – Industry level effects
• Degree of market concentration has a positive effect on return on 

assets

• Growth of sales in a branch of the food industry has a positive effect 
on return on assets

10
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HLM – firm level effects
• Market share has a positive effect

• Firm age has a negative effect

• Firm size has a positive effect

• Short-term risk has a negative effect

• Number of employees has a positive effect, but it is not statistically significant

• Market concentration positively moderates the relationship between market 
share and return on assets

11

11

Lessons for managers
1) Increase market share while increasing market concentration to achieve 
greater profitability. Classic M&A strategy. Strong evidence for this strategy also in 
USA.

2) Refinance to reduce short-term debt risks and importance of cash flow 
management

3)  Seek out high growth niches to maximize the effect of size on profitability. 
Overall, food is a low margin business with largely static sales. However, niches that 
witness higher growth. 

12
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Conclusions

• European food industry characterized generally by low margins 

• Both firm and industry effects explain variations in firm-level profitability

• Lower returns are witnessed where there are many, smaller firms 
competing (consolidation difficult)

• Short term debt is associated with lower returns

• While margins are generally low, growth niches exist which offer 
opportunities for higher profitability

13
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1. Context

• Animal-based food supply chains
• These have a greater impact than plant-based systems (Springmann et al., 2018)
• Global consumption of animal-based foods is still increasing (Churchward-Venne

et al., 2017)

Our work was focused on fresh products from farm to fork and disposal

Production Processing Logistics Retail Consumption
/disposal

3

If I type into Google “What is the carbon footprint of beef?” what do I 
find?

OSU Extension (US) tells me: But they also note:
“Methodologies … vary [and] 
influence the carbon footprint.”
And
“Efficiency of practices … vary 
greatly, and efficiency is a key 
driver of … carbon footprint.”

The concern is how we make the food product (cradle-to-farm gate)

4
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It is generally reported that the production stage (the farm) is where 
80% of impacts occur

Production

Up to 80%

Processing

2-10%

Logistics

<5%

Retail

<2%

Consumption
/disposal

5-10%

It would seem, cradle-to-farm gate tells us what we need to know

BUT, we are interested in the food system, not just the farm

5

Production Processing Logistics Retail Consumption
/disposal

Does it matter where a product is sold and whether it is consumed?

Are there solutions to the hotspots we might identify?

6
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Why is this important?
The impact of farming and processing food is widely understood, but 
should we focus attention here?

The role of end-market has not received attention, despite being the 
apex of the food system. 

Are generic ‘food miles’ informative enough?
How important is consumer behaviour (wasted food)?

We need to know more these questions to reduce hotspots

7

2. The main finding of our work
• How a fresh food product is transported matters 

üAll markets are not equal
‘carbon footprint’: beef ranged from 19.6-27.5 kg CO2-e/kg food (40% difference)

butter ranged from 10.3-20.3 kg CO2-e/kg food (100% difference)
salmon range from 5.02-16.4 kg CO2/kg food (227% difference)

• Wasted food rates matter
üAll markets are not equal

Waste rate of:  13% in US market vs 6% in Ireland and UK makes a beef hotspot
1% in Japanese vs 8-10% in Europe removes the butter hotspot

• The production stage can become less of a hotspot, but for most impacts it 
is always a hotspot
üReduced to as little as 10% from 80% for  Ozone layer depletion for butter

8
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3. How we did our work

9

4. Key results - Salmon fillet
Domestic / European market Global market

10
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4. Key results - Butter
Domestic / European market Global market

11

4. Key results - Beef steak
Domestic / European market Global market

12
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5. The implications of our work 

Potential solutions to reduce the hotspots:
• Farm stage

üNovel feed for livestock/fish, e.g., black soldier fly
• Airfreight logistics

üSustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF)
• Consumer waste

üWaste prevention programme

Market matters!
Impact of  animal-based, fresh “food items” should always consider 

market (logistics and behaviour)

13

Novel feed for salmon and cattle
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Sustainable Aviation Fuel
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Wasted food prevention programme
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6. Conclusions
• The relative contribution of the production (farm/aquaculture) stage 

of fresh, animal-based food items is reduced when airfreighting is 
used to serve international markets
üNovel feed can make a small, but reliable contribution to impact 

reduction
üSustainable aviation fuel can make an important contribution to 

impact reduction for supply to international markets
• Consumer behaviour in markets with greater food wasting needs to 

be addressed 
üWaste reduction programmes can drive important reduction

17
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Conceptual framework
• Problem to model: procedural and distributional fairness along case study 

food value chains (FVCs) 
• Hybrid approach of qualitative and quantitative modelling and simulation 

to address this from the perspective of socioeconomic sustainability
• Techniques such as cognitive mapping and agent resource mapping are 

used for system analysis, resource flows and agent rules definition in a 
hybrid system dynamics (SD) / agent-based model (ABM).
• These are implemented as a policy scenario simulator for policy 

experimentation and optional recommendations. 
• Goal: to experiment on and test various what-if policy and market 

interventions and to inform development of transition pathways towards 
more environmentally sustainable and socially fair food value chains

3

3

System Dynamics (SD) & Agent-based modelling (ABM)
• Complex system: model as hybrid SD/ABM computational simulation
• SD: top-down view, good at capturing flows / feedback loops
• Agents are: Self-contained, Autonomous, Situated (in environment), 

Social (interact with other agents)
• An agent has

übehaviours: agent senses environment, decides and acts (within constraints): 
responds to actions of other agents, regulations, flows of goods, money, info …

ügoals that drive its behaviour (maybe optimise, maybe satisfy requirements)
ümemory, ability to learn / adapt based on experience
ü(possibly) resources (stocks of same)

• An agent could be a consumer, retailer, producer: any chain actor

4
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Hybrid SD/ABM stages of development
• Conceptual specification of the model (iterative process)

üInformation audit on qualitative and quantitative information
üWork with domain expert partners on problem structuring and definition 

• Functional specification of the model (iterative process)
üQualitative modelling with partners, using cognitive mapping, agent 

interaction mapping and agent rule mapping 
üQualitative and quantitative information gathering using decision tables
üagent decision procedural description, conditional factors and what if 

questions
• Technical specification and program code (agile approach)
• Validation and verification

5

5

Agent decisions and behaviour exploration: what-if scenarios

• Testing how a change in volumes produced/consumed may impact 
the whole of the food value chain in terms of
üi) structure of the chain,
üii) total number of jobs and 
üiii) value-added distribution along the chain 

• Different “scenarios” connected to production and external financing  
ü“industry-led” market 
ü“artisan-led” market 
üchanging level of CAP subsidies ("public financing")

• KPI for fair value distribution are gross margins and revenues
• Assume FVC structure remains valid until at least 2030

6
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French wheat-to-bread FVC 

7

7

Cognitive map for French wheat-to-bread FVC

8
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Agent behaviour rule map for French wheat-to-bread FV

9
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contractor (...) 3

C: If Production ordered > Total capacity,
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(land, plant), OR enter into joint venture 3

C: If ordered production < production planned;
AND OR If Revenues < Expenses, THEN decrease
capacity utilization accordingly (lay off workers,

decrease input resources (flour bought) for a two
year period

A: Calculate expenses
for production (...) 3

C: Pay per
employee (...) 3

C: Cost per all other
resources per product

(...) 3

A: Agree on buying price per
product quantity, quality and
category and on contract time

period 3

A: Estimate flour quantity needed for
buying per unit of bread production

(according to quality, conventional or
ecological product category)

A: Estimate expected sell (buy) price
per product category (need to

define flour and bread category and
unit of production)

C: Production VarC +
(rate of return (%) *

ProdVarC) 3

C: If buying price offer is > = min accepted
selling price, THEN accept max buying price
offer among all buyers (per product quality,

quantity and category) 3

A: Take flour price per
quantity (per product

category and quality) 3

C: time to agree
on price 3

A: Calculate revenues per product
(production quantity ordered *

product prce per product category
and quality) 3

A: Calculate financial resource
available: GrProfit (Revenues -

Expenses); Calculate grMargin AND
Lerner Index 3

C: Adjust sell (buy) price offer to
competition function (rival number,
quantity supplied and product price)

(?) 3

C: time to make
order (...) 3

A: Product inventory
management per product

category (production stocks
available) 3

A: Buy product per
individual buying habit 3

C: If consumer category is ... AND
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price AND product is available THEN
buy product 3

A: Use product 3

C: time to use
product 3

NO: A: Communicate about
product reputation ("product B

is better than product A" 3

C: price change
function effect

A: Adjust buying
habit function 3

C: rate of
communication
(contact rate) 3

target profit
margin for bread

(min, max)

C: Public policy
related to bread ?

bread revenues are
around 50%

tard bakery chains (franchise are
connected to millers and are captive)
and trad bakery clusters (they can

negotiate)

Calculate price
for bread

rent and location function
effect (take the mean

variable value)

C: market led scenario (llife
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bread to other products)

generation effect

include ind bakers
and retailer actors
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Conceptualising French wheat-to-bread FVC: hybrid perspective
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System dynamics simulation of 
financial resource flows 

 

Agent based simulation of FVC actors 
behaviour 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

FVC Agents (Category I, II, III for each level) 

Name, Number, ProdCapacity per product category 
(Total and CapUtilization), ProdVarCosts per 
product category (Labour, Energy, Input 
Resources, Licenses), ProductPrice, Revenues 
PerProduct, TimeToProduce, TimeToSupply, 
TimeToGetPayment, Input Resources 
NeededForProduction, TradeAgreement Contents 
(ProductCategory, ProductQuantity, Product 
Quality, ProductPrice, TimeToPay, TimeTo Supply, 
Other  Expenses (distribution, promotion, 
unsoldProduct)), Product demand per product 
category  

  

Production (TotalCapacity, % Utilization, 
Production Adjustment), Price setting and 
negotiation, TradeAgreement negotiation, 
ProductOrder, ProductSupply, BuyProduct per 
consumer category, Product switch per consumer 
category, ChangeInProduction (due to 
competition, demand, capabilities), Opportunistic 
Behaviour (ChangeBuyer, ChangeSupplier, 
ChangePrice, ChangeAgreement Conditions     

Environment factors: 

Product Price on stock markets, Global supply 
and demand, Sustainability and production 
(quality and price) regulation, Environmental 
conditions, social movements  
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Verification and validation

11

11

Model demo and dashboard
• https://valumics.assist-software.dev

12
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Looking Ahead – Post Project Exploitation

13

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

• Exploit model for policy work and publications
• Extend existing model to enrich agent behaviour
• Extend model to further FVCs

13
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Designing effective solutions for more sustainable food consumption. 
How can consumer insights support such processes?

Final Conference Event 21/09/2021
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Food as an enabler of our welfare
• Food is an integral element of our lives. 
• Throughout the years, we have seen an improvement in the quality and diversity 

of food products
• Nonetheless, still there is a lot to improve especially in the context of 

sustainability 
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Food as an enabler of our welfare
• Food is an integral element of our lives. 
• Throughout the years, we have seen an improvement in the 

quality and diversity of food products
• Nonetheless, still there is a lot to improve especially in the 

context of sustainability 
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Environment Social / People Economy

Sustainability considerations
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What does it mean to eat sustainably?

• EAT Lancet Commission report as basis
ü the global consumption of fruits, vegetables, nuts and

legumes should double; and
ü the consumption of food such as read meat and sugar

should fall by more than 50%
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The transition is urgent, but what does it take?

5

• Crucial to understand the context, motivations, capabilities behind 
consumer behaviour
• Citizens reality as an important variable of the sustainability 

agenda and related action plans 
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• Crucial to understand the context, motivations, capabilities behind 
consumer behaviour
• Citizens reality as an important variable of the sustainability 

agenda and related action plans 
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Food consumption behaviours in Europe

7

Why European consumers buy food the way they do?

Focus groups

UK Italy France Germany

Beef

Dairy

Salmon

Tomato

Bread

• In-depth desktop / literature review 
• Focus groups in 5 European countries: UK, Italy, France, Germany
• Product based approach: beef, dairy, salmon, tomato, bread 
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Food consumption behaviours in Europe

8

• Price is a key driver of food purchasing behaviours 

• Social context (norms, peer values / patterns) and individual or family habits have a 
considerable influence in food consumption behaviour also

• Health was identified as playing an increasingly important role in shaping food 
consumption behaviours. 

• Environmental awareness exists but is not at the top of consumers’ list, as other 
factors seem to take precedence 

• Sustainability trends are developing over time, including vegetarianism and 
veganism, local consumption and slow food movements, but have a limited impact in 
the mainstream food industry. It is important to foster ways to boost their scalability
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Behavioural insights for more effective solutions
• Food consumption is a relatively complex group 

of behaviours
• Rational theory central to majority of action 

plans
üperfectly rational, calculative and optimising 
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Behavioural insights for more effective solutions
• Food consumption is a relatively complex group 

of behaviours
• Rational theory central to majority of action 

plans
üperfectly rational, calculative and optimising  

• However, is this consumers’ reality?
üsubject of limited rationality and incapable of 

accounting for all information 

10
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Behavioural insights for more effective solutions
• Reflected by the name, simplifying information tells us that for 

a more effective outcome consumers should be presented with 
a selected set of information instead of overloading them. 

• Similarly, framing information, speaks of the need to 
contextualise information towards consumers’ realities and 
value. Example given how does a particular event affects them 
as opposed to something distal from them. 

• Changing the physical environment is about shaping the 
environments where consumers make their purchases so 
consumers are guided towards more sustainable and healthy 
products. 

• Inspired by people’s tendency to follow the status quo, 
changing the default option speaks of making sustainable 
products the default one. 

• Making it normal relates to people’s tendency to be influenced 
by the peers that surround them and the social norms of the 
society they live in.  11

11

Behaviour change case studies 
• Empirical learnings from 3 behaviour change case studies 
• Conducted by our partner REWE International 
• Stay tuned for the next presentation! 

12
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From intention to action 

• Intention/attitudes ≠ action
• Multi-stakeholder 

recommendations / actions to 
support the shift towards more 
sustainable and healthy food 
consumption patterns 

13
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Choice environment

• Creating a favourable 
environment for sustainable 
food purchase to take place, 
often nudging consumers in a 
desired direction
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Choice expansion

• Increasing the number of 
sustainable options available, 
while keeping other options 
open 
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Choice editing

• Reviewing and editing out 
choice options considered 
unsustainable and unhealthy
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Beyond choice

• Systemic influencers on 
choice that go beyond the 
specific point and time of 
food purchase, but still impact 
citizens’ choices
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We are in this together!
The transdisciplinary character of food consumption behaviours
requires a similarly transdisciplinary approach when looking at
influencing behaviours towards more sustainable ones.

18
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We are in this together!
The transdisciplinary character of food consumption behaviours
requires a similarly transdisciplinary approach when looking at
influencing behaviours towards more sustainable ones.

The recommendations put forward from our work acknowledge this
attribute of food consumption and, accordingly, are built to ensure a
systems-based approach to changing it.

19
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We are in this together!
The transdisciplinary character of food consumption behaviours
requires a similarly transdisciplinary approach when looking at
influencing behaviours towards more sustainable ones.

The recommendations put forward from our work acknowledge this
attribute of food consumption and, accordingly, are built to ensure a
systems-based approach to changing it.

It is important to reinforce the need to account for the reality of
consumers’ thinking and behavioural patterns.

20
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Want to learn more?! - please have a look at the 
VALUMICS publications set on the project’s website

21

https://vimeo.com/605486329

21

Staying in touch…Contact details:
Arlind Xhelili 
arlind.xhelili@scp-centre.org

This project has received funding from the 
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and 
innovation programme under grant agreement 
No 727243

www.valumics.eu

http://valumics.eu/sign-up/

@ValumicsH2020
#VALUMICS

THANK YOU and Let’s Collaborate!

@VALUMICSH2020

valumics-h2020
#valumics
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Retailers Perspectives from REWE International

Final Conference Event 21/09/2021

1

Content
Behaviour change case studies

• Social standards in the value chain (choice editing)

• Milk bottle in the value chain (choice expansion)

• Greening of supermarket stores (change in choice environment)

2
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REWE INTERNATIONAL AG

3

Facts
§ 4.480 stores
§ 94.700 employees
§ 18,75 billion EURO turnover

3

SOCIAL STANDARDS FOR FRUITS & VEGETABLES
4

4
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REWE International approach social standards for fruits & 
vegetables

5

Defining 
demand for 
social audits

2014
• Starting

normal 
operation for
defined privat 
labels

• 668 samples

2015
• Expansion to

all products
• 1232 samples

2016
• Evaluation & 

Adaption
• Start 

performance
talks

• 1632 samples

2017

5

SOCIAL STANDARDS – Learnings I/II
Project Level
• Resilience 
• Bottom up innovation only happens if every part in the value chain is “healthy”

Extended Project Level
• Additional non financial touch points of communication, further understanding and innovation à

Performance talks can lead to meaningful improvements

General Level
• Basic requirement – hygienic measures (from customer perspective)
• Positioning measures (curation)
• Short value chains of F&V à connect customer and product or enable retailer to influence production
• Legislative support needed (level playing field)
• Stable supply chains help during crisis (COVID)

6
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SOCIAL STANDARDS – Learnings II/II
• Choice editing is appropriate where consumers are happy to delegate decision making to upstream actors.

• Important in cases where certain activities are unacceptable for consumers.

• This is apparent regarding unsafe food (e.g. use of pesticides) and unfair working conditions.

• In some cases, consumer desires may be in conflict: Wishing for very low-priced food that is nonetheless free 
also from any exploitation of labour. 

• Advertising, using idealised images of agriculture and farm life, may further widen the gap between 
expectations and practices.

• Build on generally accepted principles like the ILO-core-labour standards.

7
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MILK: MULTI-USE BOTTLE

8
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MULTI USE GLASS MILK BOTTLE – Learnings
Project Level

• Courage of senior management 

• Pragmatic/cooperative approach from NGOs

Extended Project Level

• Premium packaging for premium products include addressing environmental aspects

• Support trickle down effects to broader range
• Connection of customer and product

General Level

• Try and error instead of market research based on 360° communication along value chain (consumer 
focused)

• Precondition: Alliance between production, supplier, retailer and NGO
9

9

GREENING OF SUPERMARKETS

REWE International AG

10
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Greening of buildings – Learnings
Project Level

• Motivation and innovation

• „License to operate“ à positive influence on authorising new stores by communities

Extended Project Level

• Climate protection is an issue and should be reflected in infrastructure and product assortment à show 
engagement

General Level

• Expert support

11
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Staying in touch…Contact details:
Jan Doerrich
Senior CSR-Manager
REWE International AG
j.doerrich@rewe-group.at

This project has received funding from the 
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innovation programme under grant agreement 
No 727243
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Tomato value chain governance and productivity 
dynamics: the multiactor perspective
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logo here
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1

PROCESSED TOMATO: GLOBAL PRODUCTION 
(2020)

GLOBAL PRODUCTION 
38.777 (000 TONS)

2

NORTH EMISPHERE (36.214)

SOUTH EMISPHERE (2.563)

2
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ITALY
14%

4,8 
ml/t

USA
30%

12 
ml/t

CHINA
11%

3,8 
ml/t

SPAIN
8%

2,8 
ml/t

1,1 
ml/t

PORTUGAL
4%

OTHERS
33%

ITALY: 49%
SPAIN: 25%

PRODUCTION of Processed Tomato (2020)

ITALY: 80%
SPAIN: 8%
USA: 4%

PORTUGAL: 2%

3

CENTRE-SOUTH ITALYNORTH ITALY

TONS

ITALIAN main production areas

Production area in IBO 37.071 ha (2020):
v Emilia-Romagna (70%) 
v Lombardy (20%)
v Piedmont (6%)
vVeneto (4%)

4
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IBO recognised by the Region Emilia Romagna in 2011, by EU in 2012

Level 1 - Single companies and cooperatives

Level 2 - Producer Organizations (PO)
q Negotiation, bargaining, programming with the processors
q Collection of payments
q Mutualism (solidarity mechanisms are activated)
q Control of the disciplinary of production

Level 3 - Inter-branch Organization Processing Tomatoes of Northern Italy 
(IBO). It includes:

q Around 2.000 producers
q 13 producer organisations
q 20 processors
q Professional Organizations and Entrepreneurial Associations
q Promotes integration process of the industry
q Does not intervene actively in trade negotiations

Case Study – Governance of Tomato for 
Processing Food Supply Chain

5

IBO Reference Price streamlining

COMMERCIAL RELATIONSHIP

Processed tomato is produced on a contractual basis. 

q Framework Contract within the Interbranch Organization sets the general 
rules

q Detailed Supply/Delivery contracts set specific contract-by-contract 
conditions 

Trading: between the members of IBO. A premium and a penalty on price 
method is used as an incentive/deterrent against misconduct. Single 
producers are not allowed to contract directly but through the POs.

6
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PRICE NEGOTIATION BETWEEN PRODUCERS AND PROCESSORS

Negotiations between producers and processing industry (IBO is 
not included) à Reference price (raw material): It is based on the 
historical prices paid in the past.

NB: reference price is not a minimum price. This price can vary 
according to qualitative parameters. 

q Avoid overproduction - Tomato farmers (within the IBO) limit the 
number of hectares for tomato production.

q Avoid overstocking and to minor purchasing of processors the 
following year

q Long term relationship based on collaborations and trust

IBO Reference Price streamlining

q DISTRIBUTIVE FAIRNESS
Year

Refer
ence 
price 
(€/t)

Volume (t)

2011 88 2,570,262
2012 84 2,412,304
2013 85 1,948,125
2014 92 2,385,775
2015 92 2,681,285
2016 85.2 2,844,754
2017 79.75 2,724,939
2018 79.75 2,446,932
2019 86 2,370,087
2020 88 2,741,982
2021 92 /

7

Looking Ahead – Post Project Exploitation

• EU Code of Conduct for Responsible Business and Marketing 
Practices foresees the retailers’ involvement

• Initiatives and policies to:
o support the sustainability of the processed tomato supply 

chain
o protect soil and water resources, which are heavily 

exploited in tomato production
o adopt integrated production through compensation of 

consequent reduction in yields and increase in production 
costs

• Role of IBO as facilitator and guarantor towards the 
implementation of sustainable practice?

• Role of IBO as promoter of practices to improve the 
competitiveness and productivitiy of the sector?

8

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

8
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• significant productivity improvements for 
tomato production

• tomato processing experienced minor
productivity changes over the analyzed 
period

• productivity growth in tomato production 
was driven by a group of small producers

Total factor productivity 

9

• technological change is not a significant source 
of productivity growth in tomato processing 

• tomato production is characterized by negative, 
decelerating technological change that 
reversed to become positive at the end of the 
analyzed period

• no significant differences among producers 
across the different size groups

Drivers of productivity: technological change 

10
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• technical efficiency estimates indicate 
considerable room for improvements to 
be made

• persistent technical inefficiency is more 
pronounced in tomato production as 
compared to tomato processing = the 
presence of high levels of systematic 
farm management failures

Drivers of productivity: technical efficiency 

Persistent technical efficiency

Transient technical efficiency

11

• producers exhibit considerable economies of scale 
= high scale inefficiencies
• scale inefficiencies in production being 

pronounced in the group of small tomato 
producers

• tomato processors are characterized by constant 
returns to scale = optimal production sizes

Drivers of productivity: scale effect

• TFP growth in 
tomato 
production 
was driven 
by an 
improvement 
of SE in the 
group of 
small 
producers

12
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Transition Pathways and Policy Challenges: 
The case of the dairy and wheat value chains

Final Conference Event 21/09/2021

1

1. Long-term biophysical 
scenarios

2. How to get there? 

3. Identifying obstacles and 
levers towards long-term 
2050 objectives

4. A stakeholder-based process : 
the VALUMICS Workshop 
Series

Developing FVC transition pathways

2
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A high-level multi-stakeholder dialogue with 20+ actors on the challenges 
and conditions for a viable transformation of European food value chains

The ‘Valumics Workshop Series’

3

1. Identify the main obstacles to 
transforming FVCs

2. Build transition pathways with 
key levers towards 2030

3. Develop a policy roadmap

3

Objective : accompany the decrease in volumes while maintaining jobs and 
revenues
1. Dairy

1. Challenges :
1. Shift to more differentiated (vs commodified) productions
2. Handle stranded assets

2. Wheat
1. Challenges :

1. Emergence of new farm business models
2. Feed industry: decrease in volumes while improving overall performance

Discussion of challenges in three Food Value Chains

4
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1. The protein transition is both necessary and 
feasible

2. It will entail a proactive re-organisation of 
European food value chains

3. Key policy changes are needed at the level of : 
o consumer demand
omarket organisation
o agricultural policy

Key outcomes

5

5

1. Consumer demand
1. From communication campaigns… to direct changes in the consumer’s 

’food environment’

2. Market organisation
1. Harmonising market rules the playing field
2. Competition policy in line with the EU’s sustainability objectives

3. Agricultural policy
1. Aligning the CAP with the Green Deal

Overarching political challenges

6
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1. Policy makers and economic actors 
can no longer pass the buck to 
each other or wait for consumers 
to drive the change

2. Each and every actor of the system 
needs to move in the same 
direction to create cumulative 
effects.

An issue of collective action 

7

7

Staying in touch…Contact details:
Elise Huber - Food and agricultural policy 
researcher, IDDRI

This project has received funding from the 
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1

Contents

• Aim and method
• Summary findings 
• Assessment of 

niche innovations
• Transition pathways

2
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Aim and method

Aim: 
• To explore industry 

perspectives on future 
pathways for salmon 
aquaculture transition

Method: 
• Focus groups and 

interviews
• Integrated theoretical 

framework

3

3

Input
Feed 

National regulatory 
framework 

Licences

First tier suppliers
2° processors 

Wholesale

Global lead firms
Supermarkets

Aquaculture
1° processors

Traders

Cluster 
firms

Vertical governance

Horis
ontal 

governance

CSR, Standards, Certifications

Strategic policy
International laws  

International organisations 
Trade agreements 

Civil society 

Socio-technical regime: governance aspects and 
challenges

Adapted from: Gereffi and Lee (2016) and Olafsdottir et al (2019)H2020 VALUMICS project

Climate change impacts in feed 
production (use of fertilizers and 
pesticides in crop production) 
Water use, Fuel use; Biodiversity 
loss;  Fuel use in fisheries 

Biological and environmental 
challenges in aquaculture: 
eutrophication, escape, 
diseases, algal blooms, 
mortality

Environmental hotspots: 
Use of fuel in transport 
(trucking, aviation)  

Waste

4
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Summary findings: integrated framework
Supply & demandSocio-

Technical 
Landscape

Pressure on 
regime

International and regional 
policies and laws

Trade landscapeCivil society

Global 
environmental

change

Resource
scarcity

Global crises e.g., pandemics

Adapted from: Geels & Schot (2007), Gereffi & Lee (2016), Olafsdóttir et al., 2019

Improved 
biology

Niche -
Innovations

Network of actors 
supports 

innovation

Digitalization
Diversified 
products

Sustainable transport
Sustainable 

feed

Feeding 
technologies

Larger smolt

Land based

Closed

Offshore

Circular 
economy

Organic

Socio-
Technical 
Regime

New regime 
influences 
landscape

Input
Feed 

National regulatory 
framework 

First tier suppliers
2° processors 

Wholesale

Global lead firms
Supermarkets

Aquaculture
1° processors

Traders

Cluster 
firms

Licences

5

Sustainability contributions  of selected innovations

• Set of niche innovations 
identified and assessed 
• Competitive – capacity to replace 

regime (open net pens)
• Symbiotic – enhance regime 

through incremental 
improvements

6
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Transition pathways

• No “silver bullet”: no single niche addresses all the different 
sustainability challenges

• A gradual shift towards more diversity in terms of 
production methods and products 

• Opportunities to address sustainability challenges along the 
entire value chain remain unexploited

• Food system perspective to reframe and address 
sustainability

• Integrating fish into food policy and considering the role of 
fish in the protein transition

7

7
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1

1. Introduction
2. A conceptual approach to identify options for the just transition of 

food value chains
3. Data needs: focus on the processing industry
4. Conclusion

Contents
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Introduction

3

3

A clear direction of travel

4

4
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… but a lot of policy / political questions

5

5

… fuelled by the limitations of existing modelling tools

6
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A conceptual approach to 
identify options for the just 
transition of food value chains

7

7

Holding together biophysical and socio-economic dynamics

• A just transition: the capacity of a transition to a green economy to sustain 
decent jobs and livelihoods to all
• Developing modelling tools better adapted to address just transition questions

ü Biophysical models: robust, but unable to consider socio-economic issues
ü Economic, supply-demand equilibrium models (CAPRI, MAGNET, AgLink COSIMO…): unable to 

apprehend structural transformations of food systems 

• Farms, processing industries, consumer behaviours… will be structurally different 
by 2030 and even more by 2050
• => the need to couple both dynamics and to link the functioning of food value 

chains to the impacts we want to apprehend

8
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Food chain dynamics

Socio-political dynamics

Impacts on key issues

Farm incomes / 
employement

Food (cost, health 
& nutrition)

Agriculture Food 
processing

Consumer 
demand

Import export

Policy instruments 
targetting supply, 
demand, market 

organisation

Social dynamics & international 
relations

Agronomic / 
biophysical 

scenario

Agrifood jobs

9

How it works? 
• L = LI x Y with

o L: total labour force employed
o LI: labour intensity of the production
o Y: indicator of the production

• Income: evolution of production costs to identify conditions of 
viability on prices & subsidies – beyond the scope of this
presentation

10
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Agriculture

Volume Diversification

Farm size 
increase Strategy 1 Strategy 3

Farm size 
stabilized

Strategy 2 Strategy 4

Level of specialization

Le
ve

l o
f c

on
ce

nt
ra

tio
n

Maize lowland

Maize MCL

Maize & grass lowland

Maize & grass MCL

Organic lowland

Central mountain reg.

Eastern mountain reg.

Intensive lowland

Mixed lowland

Organic lowland

MCL extensive

MCL intensive

Large scale upland
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2. Food industry
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2 • Breakdown per product category 
(à health issues)

• Breakdown per unit size 
(à physical labour intensity)
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Data needs to make progress

17

17

Data currently available
• At the farm level: FADN data => possible to reconstruct LI, KI

• At the processing industry level: data available does not account for physical
volumes passing through the processing industries
üdifficult to link biophysical constraints and socio-economic outcomes

• Other limitations: 
üComplete data is often available only in an aggregated form at the national level (but see

below)
üNo data regarding the share of differentiated vs commodified / standardized production

üWhen data is available for specific firms:
q It is often incomplete (ex. few data on business expenses)
qBig firms are often over-represented in the sample

18
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The problem of the “legal entity” scale
• When data is available for specific firms (ex. ORBIS, DIANE, AMADEUS databases), 

it is provided at the “legal entity” scale (structure having juridic personality)
• This means that:

• Difficult to reconstruct information and business strategies at the “company” scale (for firms 
belonging to the same company – and there are many)

• Difficult to analyse specific production processes happening at the “facility scale” – where 
production happens 
• Ex. How much workload is necessary to produce a certain amount of output in a structure belonging to a firm
• => not possible to link biophysical fluxes with socio-economic questions

• Problem of double counting when considering turnover when production is sold to a facility 
belonging to the same legal entity (and is counted twice in term of turnover)

20
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Firms operating in multiple sectors
• Firms are classed based on their sector of activity. For firms operating in various 

sectors, all data values are assigned to the dominant sector

• Some of the food processing is also realised by retailers (ex. Cutting and packing 
meat) -> Difficult to separate their main business from the processing activities

21

21

Conclusion

22
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A key issue for further research
With these limits, it becomes difficult to :
• examine precisely scenarios of deep transformations regarding the processing 

sector
• create typologies of firms based on size, type of production (organic vs 

conventional), product mix etc.
• realise socio-economic evaluations at the “facility scale” or the “company scale”, 

which is the most appropriate scale when dealing with production processes
q Company scale = scale at which the strategic decisions are taken
q Facility scale = scale at which the production takes place (labour intensity)

• Similar issues when looking at trade!

23
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Policies and governance impacting upon food value chain dynamics: 
some messages for the EU's Farm to Fork Strategy 

Final Conference Event 21/09/2021

1

1. EU Policies & Governance - concepts
2. Policy & governance impacts on Food Value Chains (FVCs)

ü Fairer Trading Practices
ü Food Integrity: Safety & Authenticity
ü Sustainability collaborations along FVCs

3. Governance of European Food Value Chains
4. Stakeholders’ views
5. Relate findings to the current Farm 2 Fork Strategy: some messages 

NB: Initial work on policy & governance impacts 2017-2018 
= Analysing policy while it is changing and evolving e.g. Unfair Trading Practices; introduction of Green New Deal; 
Farm 2 Fork Strategy.

Contents
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EU policies & governance
• EU Treaty-led policy competencies = legal authority → broader strategic policies or programmes

• Legislation: regulations, directives and agreements

• Non-legislative policy instruments = ‘soft law’ = modes of governance→ Commission to seek 
policy influence beyond direct regulation:
üVoluntary agreements with key stakeholders 
üPilot activities to steer stakeholders in a policy area to change their actions  → shared 

learning based upon evidence & ‘good practice’ generated

• Multilevel governance through national level laws and/or state led governance actions & at 
regional-local levels.

Governance modes incorporate stakeholders from the private sectors of business & industry, 
professions, NGOs & CSOs

3

3

Food Value Chain governance 
• Asymmetries of power & information actors in FVC relationships e.g. buyers & sellers 

→ Unequal distribution of the value of the final product to the different actors along the chain. 

• Investigated selected FVCs for
üsocietal, political & policy contexts and interventions
ü the relationships between actors and businesses along the value chains 
üpolicy and governance dynamics = iterative process of negotiation and compromise entailing 

power relationships between actors, and across governments and public agencies, private 
sector & civil society.

4
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Governance of European Food Value Chains
Food Value Chains:
• Dairy cow to liquid milk: France, Britain & 

Germany 

• Beef cattle to steak: Britain & Germany  

• Farmed Salmon from Norway 

• Wheat into bread in France

• Tomato to processed tomatoes in Northern 
Italy 

Factors:
• Value chain structure & product flow
• Industry structure & concentration
• Contractual arrangements
• Price negotiations
• Trade & consumption patterns 

• Different EU & state-led regulatory 
interventions

• Governance initiatives originating from 
corporate and societal actors.

5
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FVC stakeholders want policy to go further (2018)…
• Fairness

ünationally set Minimum Wage levels 
üspecial laws to protect seasonal or other precarious food chain workers 

• Food integrity:
üaddressing food fraud main (food safety broadly seen to be effective 

• Sustainability collaboration
üEU Competition barriers to further progression: collusion & anti-competitive 
üStrong support for a combination of ‘hard’ & ‘soft’ approaches (i.e., regulations coupled with 

voluntary measures such as Codes of Conduct) beyond just CSR
üMost agreed that actors were not taking sufficient action to measure environmental 

performance in their chains, & 
üUncertainty over the adequacy of methodologies to measure environmental impacts  -

retailers were unconvinced 

6
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Stakeholders across the selected FVCs (2018-19)
• Views on fairness focused on price-setting and the means by which pricing decisions are made –

e.g. how standards were interpretated and priced by processors and/or retailers

• Rarely mentioned generic contract criteria in UTP Directive

• Subjectivity in the views of stakeholders over issues such as price negotiations that must be 
considered when assessing fairness in value chains.

• Differences according to sector and sub sector: e.g. Beef from Salmon etc.

7
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Farm 2 Fork Strategy – some messages from our research -1

Fairer trading practices & the work force
• F2F Strategy “to ensure that the key principles enshrined in the European Pillar of Social Rights are 

respected, especially when it comes to precarious, seasonal and undeclared workers”. 

BUT

• Means by which these aims will be delivered will demand detailed attention from European law-
makers e.g.
üNumerous existing national derogations in existing EU “soft law” initiatives 
üProposed amendments to the CAP would make subsidies conditional upon farmers’ 

upholding working & employment standards → proving to be controversial with farming 
stakeholders 

8
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Farm 2 Fork Strategy → some messages - 2

Food Integrity

• Food fraud → Strategy’s aims include scaling up and strengthening “the powers of control and 
enforcement authorities” with stricter “dissuasive measures”, and better import controls, and to 
“examine the possibility to strengthen coordination and investigative capacities of the European 
Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF)” . 

• Will still need adequate investment and budgets for national enforcement authorities from 
member states, as well as careful monitoring from the Commission in order to be successful

9
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Farm 2 Fork Strategy → some messages - 3

• Sustainability Collaboration
• F2F strategy - clarification of competition rules for collective initiatives that promote sustainability 

→ DG Competition’s call for how competition policies can support the Green New Deal
• Needs a public interest goal?

• F2F Strategy proposes:
üsustainable labelling framework covering nutritional, climate, environmental & social aspects 

of food products. 
üEU Code of Conduct for Responsible Business & Marketing Practice, accompanied by a 

monitoring framework. 
BUT
• Requires coordinated & transparent measurement & monitoring
• Specific policy for the costing the negative externalities into the pricing of the food and drink 

products

10
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From strategy to action

Research and Innovation Action 

SFS-33-2016 

Understanding food value chain and network dynamics



Project results were expected to…

• provide an assessment of all dimensions of the sustainability of food chains and their

contribution to jobs and growth, both territorially and at EU level;

• improve capacity to model the sustainability and resilience of food chains;

• enhance capacity to assess the functioning of value chains, upstream and downstream

chain flows, and price transmission along the chain;

• improve knowledge on food chains and their underlying drivers;

• increase capacity to map the occurrence of unfair practices in the food chain and

develop approaches to assess their (economic, environmental, social etc.) impact;

• clarify the development of added value and profit margins in food value chains and

how these are distributed at each level;

• increase understanding of how consumers' demand and consumption patterns affect the

organisation of food chains (and vice versa), and their sustainability and resilience; and

• improve the capacity of relevant policies and food chain stakeholders to improve food

chain sustainability and resilience.

SFS-33-2016 



From action to results
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Challenges to the EU food system

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY

Healthier diets 
– reduce 

overweight

Fairer incomes for 
farmers & fishers

Improve 
animal 
welfare

Just 
transition

Food 
affordability

New business & job 
opportunities

Reduce food 
losses and waste

Tackle climate
change

Protect the
environment

Preserve 
biodiversitySocial rights 

workers in food 
chain



Farm to Fork Strategy: overall goals

Reduce the 
environmental 

and climate 
footprint of the 

food system

Lead a 
global transition 

towards competitive 
sustainability from 

farm to fork

Create a robust 
and resilient food 

system 

Tap into
new 

opportunities



The Green Deal Targets: 
Farm to Fork and Biodiversity Strategies

Reduction by 

50 % of the 

overall use and 

risk of 

chemical 

pesticides and 

reduction use 

by 50 % of 

more 

hazardous

pesticides by 

2030

Achieve at 

least 25 % of 

the EU’s 

agricultural 

land under 

organic

farming and a 

significant 

increase in 

organic 

aquaculture 

by 2030

Reduced sales 

of 

antimicrobials

for farmed 

animals and in 

aquaculture by 

50 % by 2030

Reduce 

nutrient 

losses by at 

least 50 % 

while ensuring 

no 

deterioration in 

soil fertility;This 

will reduce use 

of fertiles by at 

least 20 % by 

2030

Making back at 

least 10 % of 

agricultural 

area under 

high-diversity 

landscape 

features by 

2030

Achieve 100 % 

access to 

almost 

broadband 

internet in 

rural areas by 

2025



Integrated approach from farm to fork needed

Cities

Member 
States

Regions

Food 
manufacturers

Retailers

Farmers, fishers 
& aquaculture 

producers

Processors

Input 
industry

Citizens
--------------
Consumers

ResearchAdvisory 
services

Knowledge 
providers

Finance

European 
Union

International

Rural and 
coastal 
regions

Food 
services / 
hospitality

Different levels of governance

Multiple instruments: 

• Legislation and regulation 
• Financial incentives 
• Education
• Research and Innovation
• Procurement
• Voluntary commitments





(1) Contingency plan  (2021) for ensuring food supply 

& security in times of crisis

(2) Legislative framework for sustainable food systems 

(2023):

• Framework with comprehensive set of general principles,

common definitions and requirements on the sustainability of

food systems

• With clear responsibilities for all the food chain actors

• Basis to ensure policy coherence at EU and national level;

mainstream sustainability in food-related policies

• Provisions on governance, collective involvement of stakeholders

Concrete actions: overarching



Actions to ensure sustainable 
food production

(1) Legislative initiatives to enhance cooperation

of primary producers to support their position

in the food chain and non-legislative initiatives

to improve transparency

(2) Clarification of the scope of competition

rules in the TFEU with regard to sustainability

in collective actions

https://ec.europa.eu/competition-policy/sectors/agriculture_en


Actions to stimulate sustainable practices 
by food industry and retail, hospitality 
and food service

65 

companies 

& associations



• Proposal for a harmonised mandatory front-of-pack nutrition labelling to enable 

consumers to make health conscious food choices

• Determine the best modalities for setting minimum mandatory criteria for sustainable 

food procurement to promote healthy and sustainable diets, including organic products, 

in schools and public institutions

• Proposal for a sustainable food labelling framework to empower consumers to make 

sustainable food choices

• …

Actions to promote shift towards 
healthy, sustainable diets

https://ec.europa.eu/food/safety/labelling-and-nutrition/food-information-consumers-legislation/nutrition-labelling_en


Research and innovation as enabler

Innovation Action 

RUR-06-2020 Innovative agri-food value chains: 

boosting sustainability-oriented competitiveness



Research and 
Innovation 

THE EU
RESEARCH & INNOVATION

PROGRAMME

2021 – 2027



HORIZON-CL6-2021-FARM2FORK-01-08: Uncovering lock-ins and levers to encourage

farmers to move to and stay in sustainable, climate-neutral and biodiversity-friendly farming

systems: from experiments to systemic mechanisms (RIA; 4 mln EUR per project, 12 mln

EUR in total)

HORIZON-CL6-2021-FARM2FORK-01-09: Towards an EU approach to assess and

internalise positive and negative externalities of food for incentivising sustainable

choices (RIA; 8 mln EUR)

HORIZON-CL6-2021-GOVERNANCE-01-27: Developing EU advisory networks on

consumer-producer chains (CSA; 4 mln EUR per project, 8 mln EUR in total)

Horizon Europe Work Programme 2021-2022 



Cluster 6 Work Programme 2021-2022: 15 June

wp-9-food-bioeconomy-natural-resources-agriculture-

and-environment_horizon-2021-2022_en.pdf (europa.eu)

Deadline for application – topics 2021: 6 October

Planned opening date – topics 2022: 28 October

Next Cluster 6 Info Days 

for topics 2022 

25-26 October 2021

Cluster 6 - Food, Bioeconomy, Natural Resources, Agriculture & Environment | 

Horizon Europe Info Days 2021 (horizon-europe-infodays2021.eu)

https://ec.europa.eu/info/funding-tenders/opportunities/docs/2021-2027/horizon/wp-call/2021-2022/wp-9-food-bioeconomy-natural-resources-agriculture-and-environment_horizon-2021-2022_en.pdf
https://www.horizon-europe-infodays2021.eu/event/cluster-6-food-bioeconomy-natural-resources-agriculture-environment
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Session 1 – Answers have been edited for clarity 

 

On the wheat to bread supply chain, can you further specify the impact of increased 

contracting all along the value chain – from seeds to farmers, to ingredients for bakeries? 

Ivan Duric – IAMO: From our analysis, for example, the price transmissions analyses, we did 

not include any specific issues related to contracts. But what we can see from the market 

power analysis is that those who do not have contracts with co-operatives or unions have 

lower bargaining power. Hence, even if they have individual contracts, and there are 

existing market imperfections within the value chain, contracts do not help much; which 

showcases how important implementation of unions [i.e., Producer Organisations and Inter 

Branch Organisations] are, especially evident in the tomato case study. That helps to 

regulate these contract issues and then helps with gaining bargaining power   

 

On the price transmission, did you see a rockets and feathers effect? Price increases 

transmitted quickly downstream, but decreases less quickly? 

Ivan Duric – IAMO: Due to the lack of data access for many of the specific value chains, 

VALUMICS conducted the price transmission data especially for salmon and dairy value 

chains. The focus was for example on the case of salmon value chain, how the price signals 

were transmitted from the main exporting market to the main importing market in the EU 

and how it affects the EU markets. Regarding price asymmetries, we did not conduct typical 

tests but what was done were tests on how some specific positive shocks from the salmon 

market in Norway affect each level of the chain both in France and in Poland. We have 

identified that prices at the retail level in France react much faster, 50% of deviations are 

adjusted within a 10-week period. Wholesale prices are adjusted in about 6 months’ 

timeframe. Those dynamics we looked at mainly, more specific details were not possible 

because of data restrictions.  

 

What do you consider novel feed? Why was it chosen? 

Nick Holden, UCD: In our work it was insect protein, there are others, such as refining of 

grass to a concentrated protein that could be considered as an alternative. Novel feed is 

something that is not in the conventional livestock feed chain now (common feed is cereal 

crops, protein crops, grass etc.). The reason for the selection of the novel feed was that 

insect feed can be consumed by both cattle and salmon. What we wanted was to ensure a 

methodological and a conceptual consistency across the different chains, in terms of making 

a comparison between the two, we were concerned with the kilo of food consumed, that 

was the function that we worked with. We did not want to have very different scenarios for 

the different products we wanted to look for solutions that were perhaps generalisable to 

animal-based food chains, rather than a specific circumstance.  

 



VALUMICS is a very interesting project and presentations with examples from four 

different case areas. Are there some general reasons for the case area differences and 

similarities? For example, general societal context of production trade, consumption 

patterns, sustainability context concerns? 

 

Antonella Samoggia, UNIBO: Regarding the tomato case study and the reason why we 

selected it. We had a lot of background from previous work on the tomato case, knowledge 

on the specific dynamics of governance and where the political expectations and 

investments had been made regarding the chain. In VALUMICS we had the opportunity to 

go more in depth on the economic dynamics underpinning some of the choices made in the 

past and the impacts those made. Therefore, the tomato value chain represented an 

interesting case for the VALUMICS project. Looking at this region (Emilia Romagna) there 

was also the opportunity to look at the consumption patterns due to the high level of 

consumption of the product and to represent a fruit and vegetable value chain. All those 

different reasons contributed to the decision amongst the VALUMICS partners. The 

socioecological sustainability concerns, we wanted to address this with research and with 

the available data to create findings for this chain.  

 

David Barling - UH: The fact is that each chain has a different set of dynamics, based around 

the structural features and the nature of the product involved. Although there are 

similarities, we can find also find differences, and that is one of the lessons that comes out 

of the research in terms of policy interventions. This will be addressed later in the 

conference.  

 

Can you provide more granular reflection on profitability patterns across Europe; Are the 

patterns of profitability similar in Western and Central and Eastern Europe? 

Matthew Gorton – UNEW: We broke down the analysis and looked at it for some of the leading 

countries. We find a similar set of patterns in terms of firm and industry level effects. For example, 

when looking at Poland in greater depth, there is a very similar picture compared to the rest of 

Europe. Some of the drivers of profitability in terms of the nature of the market structure and the 

firm level factors seem to be universal. 

 

Can this model be applied to other food value chains than the already explored wheat to 

bread and tomato chain? How realistic is the model, and can it be made more "realistic"? 

Sean McGarraghy – UCD: When we started off, we tried to make the model as generic as 

possible by identifying the commonalities between the different chains. We came up with a 

very general producer, processor, wholesaler, and retailer, that are the four main actors 

along the chain. Consumers occur in the model; however, their behaviour is simple, the 

model has four factors in consumption choice, green/organic and non-green/not organic 

products. With the generic model we adjusted it to suit what was the most important 

aspects in the French wheat to bread case. Because we had worked on the generic model, 



we were able to work with it further and make some changes to develop it for the tomato to 

processed tomato value chain. Currently it is being developed further for the salmon-to-

salmon fillet value chain. Because of the generic structure then the answer is yes that you 

could extend the model, with the work required to do so it is difficult as the project is 

ending, however it provides the opportunity to work with it further in future work. The 

model can be extended to other food value chains because the model was developed as a 

generic model in the beginning.  

In terms of how realistic the model is, it is always a fraught question in any modelling 

exercise, as George Box famously said, “all models are wrong, but some are useful”. The 

point of any model is to pick out what is relevant and important and to try to capture that in 

the model. There is always a selection process involved. We selected what was important to 

the food value chains that we modelled. We could make it more realistic by adding more 

richness to the actors’ behaviours. This takes more effort, and the model becomes more 

realistic, however it takes longer to run. Therefore, there is a trade-off between 

computational real time and realism. The answer is yes it can be done but it is not a trivial 

matter.  

 

You talked about measures with a transdisciplinary approach -can you say a bit more 

about what that would look like and give examples of that in practice? 

Arlind Xhelili – CSCP: The transdisciplinary approach is about relying on various disciplines 

when trying to understand consumer behaviours and the various related behavioural 

determinants. These can range from social sciences and humanities, economics, psychology 

and cognitive science etc. Bringing insights of such disciplines together, in the context of 

human/consumer behaviour, can support the creation of better solutions/actions plans that 

reflects people’s reality. Such an approach, in turn, could support increasing quite a lot the 

effectiveness degree of such solutions. The second report in the Valumics consumer analysis 

series provides a number of practical examples (that have taken place) which have relied on 

transdisciplinary approaches to understanding and changing consumers behaviours. While 

the fourth report, which is on multi-stakeholder recommendations to shifting the transition 

towards more sustainable and healthier patterns, portrays a number of multi-stakeholders 

recommendations that can be considered transdisciplinary and waiting to be leveraged and 

materialised in practice. We invite you to have a look at those! 

 

How did the Corona crisis influence behaviour change and did you see any influence on 

the cases of the VALUMICS study? 

Jan Doerrich – REWE:  During the first week of the pandemic, everything was turned upside 

down when it came to the behaviour change study. Nothing could be predicted, and it was a 

change of short notice. It was not the blueprint decided. Shortly after, 2-3 months the 

business was turning back to normal with food retail chains, for example there were not 

many out of stock situations to handle like in other sectors. What had a real influence in 

terms of the “choice editing” was the whole issue of packaging. It is high on the agenda of 



almost every retailer in Europe. Reducing packaging material and selling more loose fruit 

and vegetable. There was a certain negative correlation between implementing this change 

and hygienic procedures that were affected by the pandemic. Consumers were buying more 

packaged options. This was a big change. Hopefully this can be implemented soon as the 

need for this is clear. This is a big issue; we need to reduce packaging. It is a must have going 

forward. When it comes to “choice expansion”, we witnessed that the topic of regional 

production became an even more important topic. Short supply chain and logistics. People 

wanted to know more about where the products were coming from. In addition, a 

connection to more sustainable and organic production. This was a positive surprise from a 

CSR management perspective as the belief was more towards that the key issue would be 

pricing and this is not the case. We are still to see the full effect of the pandemic and the 

willingness to pay as people must spend their incomes wisely. One learning was the positive 

evidence that consumers wanted high quality regarding sustainability. 

 

Could you say some more about the legislative support you would like to see as a 

company to level the playing field? Could you say a bit more on what you would like to 

see as an industry actor from policy to help you to do the kind of things you have been 

doing and to help others do the same? 

Jan Doerrich – REWE:  The level playing field was important in the cases of where the 

consumer is not offered the choice or is not made aware of the choice and where there is 

lack of transparency in food product offerings. Transparency is a key issue to all the topics. 

Only if consumers know they can choose, we need to supply different types of products, but 

consumers need to be made aware of the consequences of their choices. The key issue of 

the level playing field is transparency for the future. 

 

Session 2 - Answers have been edited for clarity 

 

Are there other scenarios that could have been considered and how did you choose which 

ones to focus on? 

Pierre-Marie Aubert IDDRI: The scenarios that were developed at the very beginning of the 

project and the idea put forward by our partners was the idea to have politically contrasting 

pathways to reach sustainability and to reach the targets put forward. What we did was to 

explore the sensibility of the results to alternative hypotheses beyond the market and local 

societal led scenarios presented today by modelling two additional scenarios. This was to 

showcase the range of options that we have and show options beyond something with only 

market focus and rather put forward the multi-dimensional perspective that is policy 

challenging.  

 

The case of salmon Aquaculture – Why did you only speak to industry stakeholders? 

Nina Maria Saviolidis, UoI:  We talked to industry actors mostly to explore their perspective 

on aquaculture transition.  The reasoning was to explore where powerful people are in 



these positions and what their outlook on the future is. Also, to hear if they were aware of 

the challenges ahead and how they see themselves reacting to those. We did not have time 

and resources for a full stakeholder assessment. What we did instead to cover the other 

dimensions was to read policy documents to get the government perspectives and we read 

newsletters and articles to gauge from civil society opinions on the issues.  

 

Integrating fish into food policy – can you identify any specific opportunities and where 

are the gaps where that is not being factored in? What are the quick wins on that in terms 

of where we could be including it?  

 

Nina Maria Saviolidis, UoI: From our perspective it is an academic issue, there is lack of 

research on the topic which the Blue Food assessment could help us with. We tend to say 

seafood, and everything is included in that category, even though there are huge differences 

in methods of production, different species, different areas even. The difference between 

farmed seafood and caught seafood. The question is also on how to integrate health and 

sustainability when it comes to seafood which is a very nutritious food product.  

 

Sigurdur Bogason UoI: It is also the fact of cultural heritage, in countries like Portugal, Spain, 

Iceland and Norway as we are sitting on the ocean and used to consume a lot of seafood. 

For other countries it is more likely to be the case of the opportunity to go out to a 

restaurant for a fancy meal when consuming fish. It depends. Also, regions within countries, 

for example in the coastal region of Brittany in France people generally know a lot about 

fish. So, this is a cultural issue as well. The national policies, I have noted that the Finish 

national policy on healthy diets includes fish while many other countries do not. I do not 

know what the cause for this is. It might be that some countries focus on promoting more 

agricultural foods closer to their own production. How to make the shift from this cultural 

issue. The beneficial outcome of the Blue Foods assessment shows that the diet can be so 

much healthier if it is based on seafood produced in a sustainable way.  

 

Fabrice DeClerck, EAT Foundation: What we found in the Blue Food Assessment - papers 

(BFA). Looked at health, environment and on average, the environmental footprint of blue 

food compared to that of poultry is often better. Including shellfish production that has zero 

feed, zero land, zero fresh water, and even habitat creating in some cases. So, the potentials 

there are significant. As you mentioned culture; Belgians are used to eating mussels and 

Germans probably less so. The health piece, similarly, blue foods, fish, shellfish, and algae 

are often nutrition positive. This is a protein source that is nutrition dense and has high 

extremely high nutritional value. In the EAT Lancet Commission the recommendation is 0-

700 gr per week of blue foods, but we will refine that in our next round. There exist twenty-

five hundred edible species with for the most part nutritional value. By bringing these to our 

plates and including these more regularly in our diets - if they are produced sustainably - 

then the Blue Foods to seem to present an interesting and positive solution. When talking 

https://bluefood.earth/


about marine aquaculture, sharing infrastructure with an offshore wind is an option worth 

considering. There are opportunities in how we can get industries to think about synergies 

and collaborations or sharing infrastructures as well as behaviour change. In China, I 

remember being told that who are we to tell China what is an aspirational diet is? They 

should be able to eat as much meat as they want. Which is ironic because in California now 

the most aspirational foods are a noodle bowl or sushi. How do we make a healthy, 

sustainable, and social part of the aspiration of foods is the pressing question? 

 

David Barling, UH: The fish, whether wild or caught a classic example where you need to 

integrate health priorities and environmental sustainability. There are positives in the 

former, but we are aware that there are implications in the latter for either caught of 

farmed fish. It is a classic example of how to integrate those two elements before you start 

looking at the social and economic dimensions. 

 

How will we get the true costs of food products implemented, that incorporate their 

external costs in their pricing? 

 

Fabrice DeClerck, EAT Foundation: In my opinion, the true cost of food has done a great job 

of highlighting what is the real cost of food on the externalities on environments but has 

struggled to propose any magnitudes as to where this could be integrated in either the cost 

of food or in policies. I am sceptical you are going to be able to pass the cost on to 

consumers, maybe by repurposing subsidies to put in the true value of restoration would be 

a public fund for a public good. Which seems to make sense to reduce the cost of 

production.  

 

Sigurdur Bogason, UoI: The true cost of foods issue is that food production should not 

depend on subsidies in the long term. They were put into play in the last century, for 

example the Icelandic fishery industry there are no subsidies. Likewise, the Norwegian 

aquaculture industry does not use subsidies. The fact is that it is a market driven system, 

whether perfect or imperfect productions may exist, using subsidies on the big scale like in 

the CAP and EU Maritime policies defeats the purpose of going towards sustainability. 

Subsidies are not included in the true cost of food. This is the pink food elephant in the 

room. How to address this is part of the food system transformation and it will take a long 

time. The aim should be to get there before 2050.  

 

David Barling UH: It is about thinking about the positive rewards of reducing your 

externalities as well as the negative punishments or costs imposed on producers and the 

food value chains responsible for the negative externalities. It is therefore about incentives 

and rewards as well as tax and levy. It is getting that balance right, moving the overall 

framework of food production and processing and manufacturing subsidies payments, or 

the subsidies frameworks support are really the key here, I think.  



 

Elise Huber, IDDRI: From a policy perspective, what is interesting with the issue of the true 

cost of food is that, on the one hand, it is building momentum - even in the past month, we 

saw an initiative by 80 organisations that have launched a campaign to promote the carbon 

pricing of food, so it is really being pushed by civil society. Yet, on the policy level, it remains 

a touchy subject, especially because it could have negative impacts on certain supply chains, 

depending on how it is implemented. Whether it is a meat tax or carbon pricing or 

differentiated VAT tax, this could have different types of impacts and disadvantages for 

certain supply chains. Obviously, it is a controversial subject. Some of you may have seen 

that, in the recent discussions on the implementation of the Farm 2 Fork strategy, one of 

the amendments that have been discussed is the application of a differentiated VAT tax for 

different food products: it would especially apply the highest level of VAT for meat products 

and 0% for fruits and vegetables. In the Environment and Agriculture Commissions, this was 

voted in favour of. The plenary session might be a different story, but it is evident that it is a 

topic that is discreetly being integrated in the policy discussions, while remaining 

controversial. 

 

Natalia Brzezina,DG AGRI: One of the core topics that are included in Horizon Europe that of 

course we are capturing the true cost of food and the scientific community has shown the 

externalities and the costs of those but despite of the different approaches and frameworks 

the frameworks of practice are still missing, how we should implement this in practice and 

translate the theory to reality. This is the core challenge going forward, to reach out to 

scientific communities and in discussion with all the different actors involved in the food 

system as this is a debatable concept. It has pros and cons. There are calls in Horizon Europe 

addressing this topic so the work will be continued.  

 

Comment from Florence Bucholzer: UNFCCC, The Paris Agreement includes references to 

food security and the national contributions should encompass Agriculture. As regards the 

EU the fit for 55% (emissions reduction) package proposed by the Commission, specifies 

parts for climate neutrality including for agriculture and LULCF. 
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